
A Global Communications Consultancy

Like the best consultancies, data and 
analytics are at our core. When you 
add our unmatched track record of 
creativity, you get a whole new level 
of art and science of influence. 
Ketchum Travel & Economic 
Development is a specialized 
boutique agency within the walls of a 
global communications consultancy. 

Our entire agency revolves around a simple idea:  

No boundaries — in our thinking, in our  

collaboration and in our creativity. We live our  

bedrock values and are proud to be:

no

boundaries

Legendary client service

We build long-lasting client

partnerships, averaging more than

11 years

Werepresent  
over

of the world’s
top brands

We workwith  
over

of Fortune 100
companies
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The most creative  
agency in the world

2018 Creative  
Agency of theYear  
and finalist in2019

We’ve wonmore
SILVERANVILS

to date than  
any otheragency
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Ranked #2  
DigitalSpecialist

Agency in theWorld

We’ve also won more  
PRWEEK CAMPAIGNS  

OF THE YEAR
than any otheragency

6PRWEEK CAMPAIGNS OF THE YEAR,
1 DECADE

4

compared to the  industry

average of 3 years





Reputation Management
It’s Impact on Tourism and Investment



It takes 20 years to build 
a reputation and 5 

minutes to ruin it. If you 
think about that, you’ll do 

things differently.

- Warren Buffett



Earned Media
Earned media remains one of the 

most credible places to tell your 

story. It is the cornerstone to any 

successful communication 

strategy. But with shrinking  

journalistic resources, an eye  

toward what will gain clicks and 

understanding a reporter’s 

interest, brands must evaluate 

each story for:

Timeliness: React to news of the day by providing a  
perspective or crafting a day-two story.

Emotion: Leverage stories of brand legacy, visitor
experience and human connection.

Human Truth: Focus on what makes people tick. What human  
interests stories can we share with target audiences?

The Right Storyteller: Evaluate spokespeople to understand  
who brings the best perspective and strength to a story.

Killer Content: Lightly-branded content like an infographic,  
op-ed or b-roll helps take some production weight off reporters  
or producers.

Social First: Social media often sets the agenda, so check it  
early and often, as the traction gained on social can be  
leveraged in a pitch.

Tension: Find the tension between the brand story and what’s  
happening in the market.



Issues & Crisis
Issues and crisis management cannot live in  
isolation. It is an integral and integrated part of  
overall reputation management. It’s important 
to have an integrated full reputation 
management  plan – alongside leadership 
communication, financial communications, 
public affairs, sustainable business and 
corporate social responsibility.

City, Nation and Places can protect their reputation by:

Crisis counsel & support: engaging strategic 
counsel plus tactical support to help round-out
internal capabilities (e.g., 24-hour hotline support, 
round-the- clock media and social media monitoring 
and reporting, and on-the-ground support).

Issues management programming: implementing 
action-planning for proactive and reactive 
communications designed to close gaps on long-term
issues.

Situation analysis: utilizing TrendWatch reports for 
ongoing issues and instant analysis on emerging 
crisis situations.

AARs: developing After-Action Reports to learn and 
improve, so partnerships are better equipped for 
future issues and crises.



CONSTANTLY 
CHANGING AND 
CHALLENGING
ENVIRONMENT



2019



Everyone is a publisher/reporter

Latent publics → active publics

Channels uncontrolled and filled with ‘noise’

Multichannel and multidirectional

Both geographic and borderless

Fast, emotive, personal



We Live, More Than Ever, In An 
‘Instant’ Society (Truth Be Damned)

A lie gets halfway around the 
world before the truth has a 
chance to get its pants on.

• Media outlets have higher threshold for 
inaccuracy 

• Social and online environments are often 
the more trusted and accessed sources 
of information – can be the “wild west”

• “Day 3 questions” now being asked in 
first few minutes

“
”



Crisis Communication

10 Years Ago:

1 hour to prepare

Today: 

Already behind from start



The loss of MH370 was an  

unprecedented event in the history of  

aviation, with no proven information  

as yet on what could have happened  

to the aircraft

Political and geopolitical tensions ran  

high in the region, with government  

officials making regular statements,  

while the relatives of those on the  

fateful flight, as well as consumers,  

media and investors expected to hear  

from Malaysia Airlines directly

Regardless of the differing role of a  

range of players, Malaysia Airlines  

was expected by many to take full  

responsibility for the loss of MH370,  

and to play a key role in updating all  

stakeholders on the results of the  

search & rescue operation and  

possible causes of the tragedy –

regardless of its actual supporting role  

in these areas

As part of the crisis and strategic  

communications support around MH370,  

Ketchum drafted multiple heartfelt statements 

and other materials on behalf of the airline and 

its executives aimed at MH370 relatives, 

Malaysia Airlines’ employees, stakeholders and 

suppliers in order to show that Malaysia Airlines 

cared deeply about the loss of MH370, that it 

was doing its upmost to support the SAR and to 

help find out what had happened, while leading 

the support for the NOKs at an impossibly 

difficult time for them.  Support also included 

website and wider digital  content development 

in close coordination with the EOC team

Organised a press conference to establish  

Malaysia Airlines’ presence and introduce a 

more robust voice in the global media  

conversation to showcase the unity and  

strength of Malaysia Airlines in the face of a 

challenge

Arranged a BBC News interview with GCEO  

Ahmad Jauhari Yahya to position him as a  

trusted leader, capable of controlling and 

managing the situation under the scrutiny of 

multiple global audiences

Showed the human side of  

Malaysia Airlines by diffusing

some of the global pressure on 

the airline to reveal what 

happened to MH370 and show 

its leadership truly cared.

Positioned Malaysia Airlines as  

a company that is able to  

survive the MH370 tragedy,  

learn from their experience, 

and continue delivering 

outstanding service to 

customers

Ketchum helped MAS retain its  

license to operate

Malaysia Airlines in the

Aftermath of Loss of MH370

CHALLENGE SOLUTION RESULTS



Digital Crisis and Issues 

Management Tips

• Crisis likely to hit social first, 

respond there first

• Have policies NOW for social media; 

don’t wait until a crisis occurs

• Create a digital/social toolkit. Ensure you have 

pre-approved posts from legal department prior to a 

real crisis

• Communicate both internally and externally at 

same time across social media platforms



Ketchum I/C
Best Practices



PREPARATION 
IS EVERYTHING



BUILD A REPUTATION 
RESERVOIR



KNOW YOU BRANDS INTENT 
AND STAY TRUE TO IT AT 

ALL TIMES 



THE SAY/DO GAP



KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE –
WHO? EXPECTATIONS?



TRANSPARENCY IS 
TABLESTAKES



HAVE A LONG TERM VIEW



PREPARATION IS EVERYTHING

BUILD A REPUTATION RESERVOIR

KNOW YOUR BRAND’S INTENT AND STAY TRUE TO IT 

THE SAY/DO GAP

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE, WHO? EXPECTATIONS?

TRANSPARENCY IS TAKE STAKES

HAVE A LONG TERM VIEW



MUCHAS GRACIAS!

Bettina Garibaldi, SVP 

Ketchum – Travel & Economic Development

bettina.garibaldi@ketchum.com


